The quality of service (QoS) and lifetime of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are severely degraded by coverage holes generated by random deployment or battery exhaustion of sensors. This work firstly introduces a novel confident information coverage CIC) model to dramatically reduce the density of sensor nodes and accurately detect confident information coverage holes (CICHs). Then, the problem of repairing confident information coverage holes (RCICHs) for big data collection in a large-scale heterogeneous WSN (LS-HWSN) which widely spreads over a geographic area with thousands of stationary sensor nodes and mobile sensor nodes is formulated, called as RCICH problem, which is to effectively repair CICHs considering that the transmitted data velocity of sensor nodes is different. Furthermore, we prove it to be NP-completeness. The target of the problem is to find a subset of mobile sensor nodes from all mobile sensor nodes while minimizing the amount of lost throughputs LTs) of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes or maximizing the amount of repairing transmission times (RTTs) for all dispatched mobile sensor nodes, with different objectives. Finally, based on the CIC model and the data-centric perspective, two heuristic schemes including a centralized dispatch scheme and a distributed dispatch scheme are proposed to effectively solve the RCICH problem. Simulation results show that the proposed schemes effectively repair CICHs while increasing the QoS and lifetime of the LS-HWSN with the topology control of a fan-shaped clustering (FSC) protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
A hybrid WSN consists of two types of sensor nodes including mobile sensor nodes and stationary sensor nodes which are deployed in a geographic area to monitor the environment (such as building monitoring, earthquake detection, weather forecasting, and traffic monitoring [1] , [2] ). Compared with stationary sensor nodes, mobile sensor nodes have more powerful capability, which includes mobility, stronger computational capacity, further communication range and more power. Mobile sensor nodes can handle more intricate events such as moving to specified positions to repair coverage holes The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zheng Chang . or processing complicated calculations. Introducing mobile sensor nodes to a WSN not only adds some maintenance functionality, but also cuts down dispensable stationary sensor nodes to cover an area.
The big data environment is characterized by a mass of data volume, a high data velocity, and a large number of data variety [3] . With the fast escalation of wireless devices (e.g., mobile phones, wireless sensor nodes, wireless intelligent furniture, driverless cars, smart healthcare, and unmanned drones), the scale and the heterogeneity (such as power resource, sensing range, communication range, and computational capacity) of sensor nodes in a WSN have markedly increased, which incurs a rapid augment of characteristics (that are data volume, velocity, and variety) in WSNs [4] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Hence, the emergence about LS-HWSNs is intensified. Some early definitions of LS-HWSNs can be found in [5] - [8] . Nasipuri et al. developed a LS-WSN constituted by 122 sensor nodes to monitor equipment [5] . In [6] , by a LS-WSN with 330 sensor nodes, the natural environment was monitored. Authors in [7] employed 3000 sensor nodes and an area with the diameter of 720 m to simulate the process of data collection in a LS-WSN. More specifically, the particular definition of LS-WSN, which spreads over a wide area with thousands of sensor nodes, was proposed in [8] . Indeed, the data volume, velocity, and variety produced by an individual sensor node cannot display to be prominent, but a mass of data volume, a high data velocity, and a good deal of data variety can be formed by a large number of sensor nodes in a LS-HWSN. Therefore, the data collected by sensor nodes in a LS-HWSN can be seen as big data, and the data collection for LS-HWSNs can be regarded as the big data collection. Big data collection in LS-HWSNs raise some new challenges, due to random deployment, different data velocity, constrained communication range, battery power, covering a wide area, limited computation capacity and storage among sensors. In this paper, we focus on two important challenges in LS-HWSNs. On one hand, in a LS-HWSN, to fully cover a wide geographic area, that is, avoiding the appearance of coverage holes, is the first challenge. For WSNs, coverage can be considered as one of the most crucial performance metrics [9] - [11] . Coverage holes, which are generated by random deployment or battery exhaustion of sensor nodes, not only make the QoS of a WSN to be markedly degraded but also cause vastly dispensable energy consumption in sensor nodes since sensed data lost in the monitored area need to be recollected by sensor nodes or sensed data cannot be forwarded by sensor nodes that are scattered in coverage holes. Especially, in the environment of big data collection, the QoS of a LS-WSN is dramatically degraded due to the interruption of relaying sensed data. On the other hand, in a LS-HWSN, to efficiently dispatch mobile sensor nodes to repair coverage holes is the second challenge. Coverage and energy consumption are two primary metrics for determining the QoS of a WSN [11] . Inappropriately dispatching mobile sensor nodes to heal coverage holes will lead the QoS and network lifetime to be significantly reduced since overmuch traveling paths of mobile sensor nodes are executed with much unnecessary energy consumption and untimely death of sensor nodes. Therefore, efficiently dispatching mobile sensor nodes is crucial for LS-HWSNs.
Quite a few studies about the issue of coverage holes, which are in traditional small-scale WSNs, were reported in [12] - [22] . On one hand, some researchers developed solutions to decrease moving energy consumption for prolonging the network lifetime in small-scale WSNs [12] , [13] . For the efficient placement and dispatch of sensor nodes in a WSN, [12] presented a centralized scheme and a distributed scheme with the objective of maximizing the average remaining energy of sensor nodes after movement of mobile sensor nodes or minimizing the total energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes. Based on the energy-balanced concept, the work in [13] efficiently schedules mobile sensor nodes to acquire the energy-efficient traveling paths in WSNs. On the other hand, few studies aimed to avoid coverage holes produced by small-scale HWSNs [14] , [15] . Based on a circle packing technique and virtual forces among sensor nodes, the work [14] develops two distributed algorithms to maximize the network coverage. In [15] , utilizing the collaboration of sensor nodes, authors presented a new scheme to detect and fix coverage holes. In addition, some literatures [16] - [22] present other concepts to eliminate coverage holes in recent years. With a novel concept of hole healing area, authors in [16] devised a distributed virtual forces-based local healing method to repair emerged coverage holes. This method makes local healing where only sensor nodes scattered at a suitable distance from the hole will be joined in the fixing procedure. A new game-theoretic scheme was presented in [17] , in which combined actions of physical relocation and sensing range adjustment allow each sensor node to decrease coverage holes in an energy-efficient distributed manner. The work [18] exploited a distributed solution, named as distributed Voronoi, which combines Voronoi and cooperation of mobile sensors to limit the movement of each sensor to avoid generating new coverage holes. Based on the original CIC model, some technologies from literatures [19] - [22] efficiently cover CICHs with a lower network density and number of sensors. Therein, the work in [19] proposed two solutions focuses on efficiently repairing CICHs while minimizing the overall amount of energy dissipation of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes or maximizing the average residual energy of sensor nodes or minimizing the maximum moving energy consumption of a single dispatch mobile sensor node.
Nevertheless, all earlier researches have some shortcomings, which are summarized as follows.
• Firstly, all existing literatures did not consider repairing coverage holes for big data collection in LS-HWSNs. In the big data environment, the emergence of coverage holes is more frequent and quite a few coverage holes cause some severe issues, i.e., forwarding data failure, degradation of QoS and dispensable energy consumption.
• Secondly, most of earlier works chose the disk coverage model to determine whether an area was covered by sensor nodes. The density of sensor nodes is dramatically increased by exploiting the disk coverage model since it not fully utilizes the characteristics of WSNs such as the spatial correlation and cooperation of sensor nodes.
• Thirdly, all of the current researches mainly focused on physical attributes of homogeneous WSNs, especially, the uniform velocity of data transmitted by sensor nodes. In practice, it is more flexible to consider the heterogeneity of data velocity in WSNs as many physical attributes of sensor nodes in WSNs have different values.
• Last but not the least, a lot of existing literatures were only from the perspective of decreasing energy consumption to prolong the network lifetime. Actually, existing solutions were not suitable for LS-WSNs since a LS-WSN is data-centric generally.
In our work, based on the novel CIC model [23] , the wide geographic area can be effectively covered by dispatching mobile sensor nodes to heal CICHs in a LS-HWSN. From the data-centric perspective, we present two heuristic solutions including a centralized dispatch scheme and a distributed dispatch scheme to effectively dispatch mobile sensor nodes to heal CICHs. The novelties and contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• Firstly, we consider the RCICH problem for big data collection in a LS-HWSN which is composed by a large number of mobile and stationary sensor nodes that are deployed in a wide geographic area.
• Secondly, we adopt a novel and effective coverage model, i.e., CIC model, which contributes to effectively detecting CICHs by the solution [24] . Compared with the traditional disk coverage model, in the same demand of reconstruction quality, the density of sensor nodes can be dramatically decreased by using the CIC model and it contributes to improve the efficiency of data collection. In addition, the disk coverage model can be downward compatible by using the CIC model.
• Thirdly, in order to solve the RCICH problem, from the data-centric perspective, we present two heuristic schemes including a centralized dispatch scheme and a distributed dispatch scheme to effectively repair CICHs while minimizing LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes or maximizing the RTTs for all dispatched mobile sensor nodes during the repairing time. We consider that sensor nodes own the heterogeneity of transmitted data velocity, that is, the velocity of data transmitted by every sensor node is different.
• Last but not the least, simulation results validate that the proposed schemes effectively repair CICHs with dramatically enhancing the QoS of the LS-HWSN while decreasing the LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes and extending the network lifetime while increasing RTTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes significantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the CIC model, LS-HWSN model and energy consumption model. Section III gives the description of the RCICH problem and proves the problem to be NP-completeness. Section IV and Section V respectively present the centralized dispatch scheme and the distributed dispatch scheme to solve the RCICH problem. Section VI discusses the performance of proposed schemes. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the definition of CIC model, the LS-HWSN model and energy consumption model will be particularly introduced.
A. CIC MODEL
Based on the novel concept of the CIC model [23] , sensor nodes in a reconstruction zone collaborate to achieve an estimate of the data to be sensed at a reconstruction point.
For an unsampled location x, let z t (x) denote the true value of the physical phenomenon at the location x, andẑ t (x) denote its estimated value.
A reconstruction function is used to estimate the physical phenomenon at unsampled locations, which can be generally denoted as a mapping from the measurements of sensor nodes in the reconstruction zone to the estimated value, that is,
where S(x) denotes the collection of sensor nodes within the reconstruction zone of x.
The simplest reconstruction function might be a so-called closest interpolation, that is, use the measurement of a sensor node closest to the unsampled location as its estimation,
The objective of reconstructing the phenomenon attribute at an unsampled location is to minimize the absolute of its estimation error. Thus, the CIC model chooses the parameter time-averaged Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to assess the quality of estimation for each reconstruction point x, that is,
The reconstruction RMSE (x) not only depends on the reconstruction function f , but also depends on its geometric distance between an unsampled location and its surrounding sensor nodes. Definition 1 (CIC): Given a reconstruction function f , a spatial point x is called being confident information covered (or -covered), if the time-averaged RMSE (x) is no larger than the application requirement threshold ε 0 , i.e., (x) ≤ ε 0 .
In the CIC coverage model, the widely used ordinary Kriging [25] , [26] is adopted as the reconstruction function. The variogram of the physical phenomenon is used to describe the spatial correlation among the data, which is defined as half of the variance of two points separated by h distance away, that is,
where z(x) is the phenomenon value at location x, z(x + h) is the phenomenon value at another location of distance h away, and h is the distance between the two locations. In addition, the Gaussian variogram model is chosen to characterize the spatial correlation of a specific physical variable
where the constants C 0 , C, a are called nugget, sill, and correlation range, respectively. For an unsampled location x, the ordinary kriging utilizes the weighted average of the measurements of those sensor VOLUME 7, 2019 nodes within its reconstruction zone S(x) to interpolate the phenomenon valueẑ(x),
where λ i is the ith interpolation weight. According to the unbiased property of ordinary kriging, the sum of interpolation weights equal to 1, i.e.,
We denote an auxiliary function T [λ i , ϕ] that contains a Lagrange multiplier ϕ for the minimization which yields a linear kriging system of n + 1 equations with n + 1 unknown variables, where n = |S(x)|.
Then, we set the partial derivatives of the function with respect to the weights to 0:
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where N = |S(x)|. The kriging equations can be represented in matrix form, i.e.,
where
Furthermore, the RMSE of an unsampled location can be computed by
The reconstruction function defined in (6) implies that the interpolation can be done via the collaboration of sensor nodes within the reconstruction zone. It is also possible that only one closest sensor node is used for kriging to the unsampled location. In this case, the reconstruction function (6) is also the closest interpolation f ce , as λ i = 1 for the closest sensor node
is the Euclidean distance between x and s. The theoretic RMSE is given by
Then, for any other location x with d s i , x ≤ r, it can be proved that x ≤ ε, and the unsampled location x is -covered by s i . In other words, a sensor node can provide -coverage for those points within a disk centered at itself with the radius of r supposed that the closest interpolation is used.
According to the concept of the CIC model, if the RMSE of a reconstruction point is greater than ε 0 , it means the reconstruction point is situated within a coverage hole. Therefore, a reconstruction grid is said to be a CICH if the reconstruction point within the reconstruction grid is uncovered under the definition of CIC.
B. LS-HWSN MODEL
The LS-HWSN contains thousands of hybrid sensor nodes consisting of a set of stationary sensor nodes S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s O } and a set of mobile sensor nodes M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m L } which randomly spread over the wide geographic area of interest , where the amount of data transmitted by all sensor nodes can be called big data compared with classic small-scale WSNs. Besides, is partitioned into a set of reconstruction grids R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N } by applying the correlation range to construct a set of uniformly distributed reconstruction points P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N }.
S supports sensing environmental information and network communications, and M is responsible for repairing a set of CICHs H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } and monitoring the environment. Furthermore, the data velocity transmitted by each sensor node may be inconsistent due to heterogeneity of the LS-HWSN, and the location information of each sensor node can be acquired by an equipped global positioning system hardware module or some other localization methods [27] , [28] .
In order to efficiently transmit data, a clustering protocol called FSC [8] , which can effectually save energy and guarantee connectivity in the LS-WSN, is introduced to partition the LS-HWSN into fan-shaped clusters (an example as shown in Fig. 1 ). Next, more details of FSC will be illustrated. Fig. 2 presents an example of packet transmission procedure. Members S 1 , S 2 as well as relay R 1 transmit their sensed data to cluster head (CH) C 1 , and then CH C 1 forwards the packet fused from all received sensed data to sink B. Nevertheless, some CHs cannot directly forward their data packets to lower layer, which will break network connectivity dramatically. To handle this problem, in the clockwise sense, the fused data is forwarded in the same layer until forwarding to the relay in the lower layer (the nodes near the sink belong to the lower layer). As shown in Fig. 2 , CH C 2 cannot forward its fused packet to the nearest relay R 1 , which means it cannot find any relay in the lower layer. In this case, CH C 2 forwards its fused packet to relay R 2 and then relay R 2 forwards its packet to relay R 1 in the lower layer. So, all CICHs will be repaired by mobile sensor nodes such as M 1 and M 2 .
C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
In this paper, the typical energy consumption model in [29] is utilized. Energy consumption can be divided into four parts: consumption of transmitting circuit, consumption of amplifying circuit, consumption of receiving circuit and consumption of data fusion. In addition, the consumption of transmitting energy E Tx (k, d) and consumption of receiving energy E Rx (k) for a k-bit packet transmitted over distance d can be calculated by following two equations respectively.
where E Tx−elec is the energy dissipation of transmission circuitry, E amp is the energy dissipation of transmission amplifier, d is the Euclidean distance between two sensor nodes, and d 0 is a threshold for the transmission range of a sensor node.
where E Rx−elec is the energy dissipation of transmission circuitry and k is the number of bits in the packet.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we firstly define the RCICH problem, and then demonstrate the NP-completeness of the RCICH problem. Firstly, we define a few terms that are used in this section:
The throughputs that a mobile sensor node can transmit within the time of a repairing process of a CICH, which can be calculated by
where v m is the data velocity transmitted by a sensor node, d i m is the Euclidean distance from a coverage hole i to a mobile sensor node m, and s is the mobile speed per second for a mobile sensor node.
Definition 3 [Repairing Transmission Times (RTTs)]:
The times that a mobile sensor node can transmit after repairing a CICH, which can be calculated by
where E r is the residual energy of a mobile sensor node, e m is the energy consumption required by traversing unit distance, t is the communication time of each mobile sensor node in each working round.
A. RCICH PROBLEM
In this paper, we only consider the heterogeneity of the velocity of the data transmitted by sensor nodes in the LS-HWSN. Nearly existing literatures only explored heterogeneities such as communication range, sensing range and residual energy [14] , [15] , [30] , but did not consider the important heterogeneity that is the velocity of the data transmitted by sensor nodes. Then, the procedure of healing CICHs can be described as follows:
In the lager-scale area of interest R, a set of CICHs H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } can be detected by the technology in [24] supposed that some RMSE values for a subset of reconstruction points P (P ∈ P) within a subset of reconstruction grids R (R ∈ R) are greater than the given RMSE threshold ε 0 . According to the definition of RCICH problem, two objective functions should be defined as follows.
The first objective function focuses on minimizing the amount of LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes, which can be defined as
that is equal to
The second objective function aims to maximize the amount of RTTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes, which is described as
Actually, the two objective functions have different effects. The QoS of the LS-HWSN is significantly enhanced by minimizing the amount of LTs of all dispatched mobile nodes because throughput is an essential metric for the QoS of the LS-HWSN. At the same time, the network lifetime is dramatically extended by maximizing the amount of RTTs of all dispatched mobile nodes as RTT is a crucial metric for the lifetime of the LS-HWSN. As an example, the comparison of the network lifetime of mobile sensor nodes for different dispatch manners is shown in Fig. 3 . Assume that mobile sensor nodes m 1 and m 2 have 100 J initial energy, the energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes m 1 and m 2 to arrive CIC hole h 1 respectively are 15 J and 20 J , the time of arrival to h 1 for m 1 and m 2 are 6 and 8 working rounds respectively, the data volume transmitted by m 1 and m 2 are 4000 bits and 2000 bits per working round respectively, and E Tx−elec is set to 50 nJ/bit. Fig. 3(b) shows that LTs of m 1 is 2.4E4 bits supposed that the mobile sensor nodes are dispatched from the perspective of minimizing moving energy consumption, while Fig. 3 (c) shows that LTs of m 1 is 1.6E4 bits supposed that the mobile sensor nodes are dispatched from the data-centric perspective. Based on (16), Fig. 3(b) shows that RTTs of m 1 is 4.25E5 working rounds if dispatching the mobile sensor nodes from the perspective of minimizing moving energy consumption, while Fig. 3(c) shows that the RTT of m 1 is 8E5 working rounds if the mobile sensor nodes are dispatched from the data-centric perspective.
Thus, the highly efficient repairing procedure is sufficiently expressed by the objective functions. Next, the NP-completeness of the RCICH problem will be demonstrated.
B. NP-COMPLETENESS OF THE RCICH PROBLEM
Given a set of CICHs H and a set of mobile sensor node M , we define the decision version of the RCICH problem is whether there is a feasible movement schedule for M to arrive to the CICHs in H such that the CICHs can be repaired while meeting some requirements of energy cost. Theorem 1: The RCICH problem is an NP problem.
Proof: Given a problem instance and a solution including the dispatch schedules in k rounds, it can be verified whether the solution is valid in polynomial time. So, the RCICH problem can be demonstrated to be an NP problem. Next, we reduce the set partition problem [31] , [32] , which is NP, to the RCICH problem.
Given an instance of the typical set partition problem, χ = {x 1 , . . . , x k }, let every x i in χ is closely linked with a given number σ (x i ). The typical set partition problem is used to decide whether we can partition χ into two sets each with the same sum of the linked numbers. Next, the instance of sensor movement for repairing the CICHs is built. We assume that two mobile sensor nodes m a and m b having initial energy k i=1 σ (x i ) are deployed at locations h a and h b respectively. For every x i , a new location h i is selected such that the energy consumption for moving from both h a and h b to h i is σ (x i ). It is inefficient to dispatch mobile sensor nodes to move right after an emergence of the CICH as the CICH can be generated anywhere and anytime. So, we employ a round mechanism, which is a round-by-round manner, to dispatch mobile sensor nodes. We consider a 2k-round problem such that in the (2i−1)th round, there is a detected CICH at h i , and in the 2ith round, there are two CICHs at h a and h b . It shows the reduction procedure can be done in polynomial time. Therefore, the RCICH problem belongs to NP.
Theorem 2: The RCICH problem is an NP-hard problem.
Proof: We demonstrate that the set partition problem is meet if and only if the CICHH problem is meet.
If we can find a solution to repair all the CICHs, then the solution must dispatch at least a mobile sensor node to the location of a CICH in every odd round, and then move the same mobile sensor node back to its initial position in the subsequent even round. In other words, either m a or m b will move to h i in the (2i − 1)th round and move back in the 2ith round. Therefore, the overall energy consumption of m a or m b is 2 k i=1 σ (x i ), which means both m a and m b will exhaust as the initial energy of m a and m b are equal. So, the partition problem is satisfied.
Inversely, if χ a and χ b are a feasible solution to the set partition problem, we can let m a and m b move to repair the CICH h i if χ a or χ b has an element associated with a number σ (x i ) in the (2i-1)th round, and return back in the 2ith round. Obviously, both m a and m b move the same total distance and run out of their energy in the (2k)th round. Then, we may verify the decision version of the RCICH is satisfied. Therefore, the RCICH problem belongs to NP-hard.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the RCICH problem has been proved to be NP-Complete.
IV. A CENTRALIZED DISPATCH SCHEME
In this section, from the data-centric perspective, we propose a centralized dispatch scheme to effectively dispatch mobile sensor nodes, called the centralized dispatch repairing (CDR) algorithm, which is a heuristic solution. Since the sink has better computation capability, further transmission range and more power than sensor nodes, the CDR algorithm can be executed at the sink.
Actually, the RCICH problem, which is an assignment problem, can be transformed to the maximum weighted perfect matching problem on a weighted complete bipartite graph G. The key to solving the maximum weighted perfect matching problem is to find a perfect matching M in G while maximizing total weights of edges in M. Every mobile sensor node m j ∈ M is dispatched to repair every CICH h i ∈ H , which equals every edge m j , h i in M while realizing the maximum-weight perfect matching of M in G. The procedure of the CDR algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Next, the details of the CDR algorithm are discussed.
A. CONSTRUCING THE WEIGHTED COMPLETE BIPARTITE GRAGH
We firstly discuss how to construct the weighted complete bipartite graph.
The operation of the CDR Algorithm requires H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } and M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m L } as input parameters. In Line 1, for each mobile sensor node m j ∈ M , it is determined whether it can arrive at each CICH h i ∈ H . Every mobile sensor node that cannot reach any CICH will be removed from M .
In Lines 2-10, in accordance with different cases, we need to make different weighted complete bipartite graph The vertex set contains all of m j and h i , and the edge set contains all edges from every mobile sensor node m j to every CICH h i . In Lines 11-32, according to conditions, the weight of each edge h i , m j will be assigned a weight value. The weight of each edge h i , m j , where m j ∈ M and h i ∈ H , can be denoted either as
if (17) is selected as the objective function, or as
if (19) is selected as the objective function.
In addition, the weights of some edges related with virtual CICHs or virtual mobile sensor nodes are created, where m j ∈ M and
where Q 0 is a constant that is the minimum value in the WSN.
B. FINDING THE MAXIMUM WEIGHTED PERFECT MATCHING
Next, in Line 33, we use the Hungarian method [33] to find a perfect matching M in G while maximizing total weights of edges in M. 
Definition 6: Give a feasible vertex labeling of G, a sub-
Theorem 3: Let g be a feasible vertex labeling of G and M be a perfect matching of G g , then M is a maximum-weight perfect matching of G.
Proof: The total weight of perfect matching M in G is no greater than M:
therefore, M acquires the maximum sum of weights of total edges. The Hungarian method is based on the observation from Theorem 3. It first assigns an arbitrary feasible vertex labeling for the graph G and then adjusts the labels of vertices until it can find a perfect matching M in the equality subgraph G g . One possible feasible vertex labeling is to set g (h i ) = 0 for all CICHs and to set g m j to the maximum of the weights of the edges adjacent to m j for all mobile sensor nodes, that is,
The complete steps of the Hungarian method are stated as follows:
Step 1: Find a maximum matching M from G g . If M is perfect, the required result has been found and the procedure finishes. Otherwise, two sets χ = {m j } and ϒ = Ø are assigned.
Step 2: (27) and construct a new labeling g for G by
Then, g is replaced by g , reconstruct the equality subgraph G g , and go to Step 1.
Step 3: select a vertex h l in N G g (χ ) but not in ϒ. If h l is matched with m k ∈ M in M, then we update χ = χ ∪ {m k } and ϒ = ϒ ∪ {h l } and return to Step 2.
Each time when we relabel the graph G, new edges may be introduced into the new equality subgraph G g until all edges in G are contained. So, a perfect matching in G g can always be found by the Hungarian method since G is a complete bipartite graph.
In Line 34, return the subset of mobile sensor nodes M to repair the collection of CICHs H . Each m j ∈ M is respectively dispatched to each h i ∈ H until the RMSE of the repairing h i is no greater than the given RMSE ε 0 .
C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE CDR ALGORITHM
Finally, we analyze the time complexity of the CDR algorithm.
Recall that |M | = l and |H | = h. From Lines 2-32, to build a weighted complete bipartite graph G, the time complexity is O(lh) or O(l 2 ) or O(h 2 ). In Line 33, to find a perfect matching from G takes O(l 3 ) . Therefore, the total computational time 
V. A DISTRIBUTED DISPATCH SCHEME
In this section, from the data-centric perspective, we present a distributed dispatch repairing (DDR) algorithm based on a greedy strategy to heal CICHs since we consider some attributes of the LS-HWSN including heterogeneity of the transmitted data velocity of sensor nodes, limited computational capabilities, network dynamics, and large-scale coverage area, which belongs to a heuristic solution. The detailed steps of the DDR algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2.
Firstly, we give a term for the DDR algorithm.
Definition 7 [Repairing CICH Cluster (RCICHC)]:
The cluster means that, mobile sensor nodes, which are within a disk of the specified range meters radius centered at a CICH h i , join in to repair h i for getting the optimal (maximum) repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j , where the repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j means that a mobile sensor acquires benefit by joining to repair a h i . We set a set of RCICHCs C = {c 1 , c 2 . . . , c K }. Note that, each mobile node m j ∈ M only joins in a cluster in which m j can acquire the optimal repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j . As an example, in Fig. 4, m 4 within a disk of the specified range meters radius centered at h 1 , h 2 and h 3 will join in the RCICHC c 3 since m 4 joining in the RCICHC c 3 for repairing h 3 can win the optimal repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j compared with h 1 and h 2 . Next, some definitions and analyses for the DDR algorithm are discussed.
A. DEFINITIONS AND ANALYSES OF THE DDR ALGORITHM
Running the CDR Algorithm requires some input parameters containing H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } and M = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m L }.
In Line 1, the sink broadcasts the information of CICHs when some RMSE values of reconstruction points detected by the sink are greater than the given RMSE ε 0 . (17) has been selected as the objective function (14) calculate (19) has been selected as the objective function (16) calculate In Line 2, every mobile sensor node m j ∈ M keeps the received information of all CICHs from the sink, where the received information contains the positions of the CICHs.
Next, in Line 5, for each mobile sensor node m j , judges whether the distance from location of CICH h i to mobile sensor node m j is less than m. If the distance between the CICH h i and the mobile sensor node m j is lower than m, then executes following Lines 6-20; otherwise, continually judges whether the distance between the location of next CICH and mobile sensor node m j is less than m.
Next, in Lines 6-10, mobile sensor node m j calculates the repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j , which can be either calculated by
if (17) is selected as the objective function, or calculated by
if (19) is selected as the objective function. As shown in Lines 11-20, mobile sensor node m j joins in RCICHC c i ∈ C for repairing CICH h i and stores repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j as the optimal repairing benefit ϕ if mobile sensor node m j has not joined in a RCICHC; mobile sensor node m j , which cancels to join the previous RCICHC, joins in RCICHC c i for repairing CICH h i and stores current repairing benefit ϕ h i , m j as the optimal repairing benefit ϕ if mobile sensor node m j joining in current RCICHC c i is greater than the optimal repairing benefit ϕ stored by mobile sensor m j .
In Line 24, each mobile sensor node m j broadcasts the information to other mobile sensor nodes in same RCICHC c i , where the information is its optimal repairing benefit ϕ and healing object CICH h i . Last, in Line 25, for each mobile sensor node m j , which has the optimal repairing benefit ϕ in its RCICHC c i ∈ C, moves to repair CICH h i until the RMSE of the repairing h i is less than the given RMSE ε 0 , and broadcasts its information including its optimal repairing benefit ϕ as well as repairing object h i at regular intervals. Meanwhile, if each dispatched mobile sensor node m j received the information from other mobile nodes for same repairing object h i , it will compares its optimal repairing benefit ϕ with other mobile sensors, and it will cancel to heal the repairing h i when its optimal repairing benefit ϕ is less than other mobile nodes.
B. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE DDR ALGORITHM
Finally, we analyze the time complexity of the DDR algorithm.
Recall that |M | = l and |H | = h. From Lines 1-25, the total computational time complexity of the DDR algorithm is O(lh).
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct a variety of experiments to illustrate the performance of the proposed centralized dispatch scheme and distributed dispatch scheme in MATLAB R2015b platform. Firstly, some simulation parameters are set. Then, we discuss simulation results and make some summaries from our observations.
A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Compared with traditional small-scale WSNs, the sensing area of is set as a circle of diameter 1500 m, and expands the scale to 3600 stationary sensor nodes and 2700 mobile sensor nodes which are randomly scattered. Considering the if the distance between h i and m j is less than m (06)
if (17) is selected as the objective function (07) (20) is selected as the objective function (09) (11) if m j has not joined in a RCICHC (12) m j joins in c i ∈ C for repairing h i (13) m j stores ϕ h i , m j as ϕ (14) else if m j has joined in a RCICHC (15) if ϕ h i , m j is greater than ϕ stored by m j (16) m j cancels to join the previous RCICHC (17) m j joins in c i for repairing h i (18) m j stores ϕ h i , m j as the ϕ (19) end if (20) end if (21) end if (22) end for (23) end for (24) each m j broadcasts the information (25) each m j that has the optimal repairing benefit in c i moves to repair h i and broadcasts its info at regular intervals heterogeneity of the transmitted data velocity of sensor nodes, the transmitted data velocity is set to be between 300 and 600 kbps. We set communication time of each sensor node to 0.01 second (one round) and the interval time of working rounds to 1 second (one round). The transmission range of stationary sensor nodes is set to 100 m and the transmission range of mobile sensor nodes is set to 150 m. We specify the RMSE threshold ε 0 to 0.5, the correlation range to 25 m and the specified range to 150 m. Next, we set some parameters about energy dissipation in the LS-HWSN. We set E Tx−elec = 50 nJ/bit for the transmission circuit dissipation, E Rx−elec = 50 nJ/bit for the receiving circuit dissipation, E amp = 50 nJ/bit/m 2 for the amplifying circuit dissipation, and E fus = 5 nJ/bit for fusing energy dissipation. The initial energy of stationary sensor nodes and mobile sensor nodes are set to 10 J and 100 J , respectively. The moving energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes e m is set to 0.5 J/m.
B. DISCUSSIONS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, it executes a series of simulations to evaluate the effect of proposed schemes to LT, RTT, average residual energy, total moving energy consumption and the coverage ratio of mobile sensor nodes compared with a centralized solution called as centralized CICH healing (C-CICHH) [19] under same network setup and energy consumption model. Besides, the simulation results are averaged over 50 times for pursuing rational results.
In the first experiment, as shown in Fig. 5 , we explore the effect of working rounds on the amount of LTs of all mobile sensor nodes in the LS-HWSN under different schemes, and the objective function (17) is chosen. As one can see from Fig. 5 , the amount of LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes has rapidly raised during the initial working rounds since many CICHs generated by the random deployment of stationary sensor nodes are required to be repaired by mobile sensor nodes and it needs to dispatch a large number of mobile sensor nodes to fix CICHs. Then, as the working round grows, the growth of the amount of LTs of mobile nodes gradually rises since CICHs are successively produced with the death of mobile sensor nodes. In Fig. 5 , the amount of LTs of all mobile sensor nodes with the centralized dispatch scheme is significantly less than that with the random repairing scheme, the distributed dispatch scheme as well as the C-CICHH scheme, and the amount of LTs of mobile sensor nodes using the distributed dispatch scheme is lower than that of the random repairing scheme. On average, at the 7000th working round, the centralized dispatch scheme respectively reduces 92.64%, 77.51%, and 43.69 % than the random repairing scheme, distributed dispatch scheme and C-CICHH scheme; meanwhile, the distributed dispatch scheme reduces 67.27% than the random repairing scheme.
The second experiment shown in Fig. 6 investigates the amount of RTTs of mobile sensor nodes by varying the working rounds with different schemes, and the objective function (19) is chosen. From Fig. 6 , the amount of RTTs of mobile sensor nodes has been significantly added at early working rounds because of numerous CICHs detected by the sink. In Fig. 6 , when the centralized dispatch scheme is utilized, with the augmentation of working rounds, the amount of RTTs of mobile sensor nodes has been significantly greater than that of the random repairing scheme, distributed dispatch scheme and the C-CICHH scheme; when the distributed dispatch scheme is adopted, the amount of RTTs of mobile sensor nodes has been greater than that of the random repairing scheme. The rise of the amount of RTTs of mobile sensor nodes is because more mobile sensor nodes have been dispatched with the increase of CICHs. On average, the centralized dispatch scheme can have 255.87%, 34.125% and 2.16% more RTTs than the random repairing scheme, distributed dispatch scheme and the C-CICHH scheme at the 7000th working round; the distributed dispatch scheme has 165.33% more RTTs than the random repairing scheme at the 7000th working round.
In the third experiment, as shown in Fig. 7 , it explores the effect of working rounds on the average residual energy of mobile sensor nodes under different schemes and various objective functions. In both Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7(b) , during the initial working rounds, the average residual energy has been in a rapidly decrease because many mobile sensor nodes are required to maintain many CICHs generated by random deployment of stationary sensor nodes. Then, with the increase of working rounds, the average residual energy of mobile sensor nodes is in a nearly regular decrease since CICHs have been regularly generated with the depletion of stationary sensor nodes. From Fig. 7 , the average residual energy with the centralized dispatched scheme is significantly more than that of the random repairing scheme and the distributed dispatch scheme, and the average residual energy using the distributed dispatch scheme is greater than that of the random repairing scheme. On average, at the 7000th working round, when (17) is used, the centralized dispatch scheme has 211.46% and 30.42% more average residual energy among mobile sensor nodes than the random repairing scheme as well as distributed dispatch scheme, and the distributed dispatch scheme has 138.81% more than the random repairing scheme; meanwhile, at the 7000th working round, when (19) is adopted, the centralized dispatch scheme has 210.84% and 29.94% more average residual energy among mobile sensor nodes than the random repairing scheme and distributed dispatch scheme, while the distributed dispatch scheme has 139.22% more than the random repairing scheme. In addition, the simulation results of the centralized dispatched scheme are nearly the same as the C-CICHH scheme. The centralized dispatch scheme increases 0.11% average residual energy than the C-CICHH scheme if the objective function adopts (17) , whereas the centralized dispatch scheme reduces 0.08% than the C-CICHH scheme if the objective function adopts (19) .
The fourth experiment shown in Fig. 8 investigates the total moving energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes under different schemes and various objective functions when the working round increases. In both Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) , during the initial working rounds, the total moving energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes has rapidly decreased for many mobile sensor nodes are required to fix many CICHs generated by the random deployment of stationary sensor nodes. Then, with the increase of working rounds, the total moving energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes is in nearly regular decrease since CICHs regularly has been increased with the exhaustion of mobile sensor nodes. From Fig. 8 , the total moving energy consumption with the centralized dispatch scheme is significantly lower than that of the random repairing scheme and the distributed dispatch scheme, and the total moving energy consumption using the distributed dispatch scheme is less than that of the random repairing scheme. From both Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) , the centralized dispatch scheme utilizing the objective function (19) consumes more energy than that utilizing the objective function (17) . Meanwhile, the simulation results of the centralized dispatched schemes are nearly the same as the C-CICHH scheme. On average, when (17) is utilized, compared with the random repairing scheme and distributed dispatch scheme, the centralized dispatch scheme can respectively decrease 92.30% and 76.42% at the 7000th working round; compared with the random repairing scheme, the distributed dispatch scheme can reduce 67.34% at the 7000th working round. Besides, when (19) is utilized, compared with the random repairing scheme and distributed dispatch scheme, the centralized dispatch scheme can respectively decrease 92.49% and 77.19% at the 7000th working round; compared with the random repairing scheme, the distributed dispatch scheme can reduce 67.34% at the 7000th working round.
In the fifth experiment, as shown in Fig. 9 , it discusses the coverage ratio of the LS-HWSN by varying the working rounds with different schemes and objective functions. From both Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) , in early working rounds, the coverage ratio of the LS-HWSN has been in a dramatic climb to 100% as numerous mobile sensor nodes are dispatched to cover CICHs. In Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) , with the increase of working rounds, the coverage ratio with the centralized dispatch scheme and the C-CICHH scheme has been kept to about 100%, and has significantly more percentages than the random repairing scheme as well as the distributed dispatch scheme; the coverage ratio under the distributed dispatch scheme has more percentages than random repairing scheme.
According to the above simulation results, we can make some conclusions as follows:
• The proposed centralized dispatch scheme and distributed dispatch scheme always outperform the random repairing scheme in terms of lower LTs, higher RTTs, higher average residual energy, less total moving energy consumption of mobile sensor nodes, and higher coverage ratio. Because the solutions can fully utilize the CIC model and make full use of the data-centric principle to decrease the amount of LTs and raise the amount of RTTs. The centralized dispatch solution can legitimately schedule mobile sensor nodes from known global information in the LS-HWSN. However, the distributed dispatch scheme has more flexibility and is more practical for LS-HWSNs.
• The centralized dispatch scheme employing the objective function (17) has less LTs, more residual energy and less moving energy consumption than that employing the objective function (19) but the latter has more RTTs. Therefore, the proposed centralized dispatch solution and distributed dispatch solution can effectively repair the CICHs while obviously enhancing the QoS of the LS-HWSN if adopting the objective function (17) and observably prolonging the lifetime of the LS-HWSN if adopting the objective function (19) . The QoS of the LS-HWSN can be extended by decreasing the amount of LTs in the LS-HWSN because the amount of throughputs is the most important metric for the network QoS. In addition, augmenting the amount of RTTs in the LS-HWSN can markedly prolong the network lifetime as the amount of RTTs is the times that a mobile sensor node can transmit within its lifetime.
• Compared with the C-CICHH scheme [19] , the QoS is significant improved when the centralized dispatch scheme employs (17) and the lifetime of the network is significant improved when the centralized dispatch scheme employs (19) . Meanwhile, the average residual energy and total moving energy consumption of mobile sensors are nearly equal between the centralized dispatch scheme and the C-CICHH scheme [19] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated from the challenges of repairing CICHs and the heterogeneity of transmitted data velocity for big data collection in a LS-HWSN, we formulated a RCICH problem which aims to find a subset of mobile sensor nodes from all mobile sensor nodes while minimizing the amount of LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes or maximizing the amount of RTTs for all dispatched mobile sensor nodes. To tackle the RCICH problem, based on the novel CIC model and from the data-centric perspective, CDR algorithm (the centralized dispatch scheme) as well as DDR algorithm (the distributed dispatch scheme) were proposed. Simulation results validated that the proposed solutions can effectively repair CICHs, which can extend the lifetime of the LS-HWSN while increasing the amount of RTTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes and improve the QoS of the LS-HWSN while decreasing the amount of LTs of all dispatched mobile sensor nodes.
